Symbolic model checking is PSPACE complete. Since QBF is the standard PSPACE complete problem, it is most natural to encode symbolic model checking problems as QBF formulas and then use QBF decision procedures to solve them. We discuss alternative encodings for unbounded and bounded safety checking into SAT and QBF. One contribution is a linear encoding of simple path constraints, which usually are necessary to make k-induction complete. Our experimental results show that indeed a large reduction in the size of the generated formulas can be obtained. However, current QBF solvers seem not to be able to take advantage of these compact formulations. Despite these mostly negative results the availability of these benchmarks will help improve the state of the art of QBF solvers and make QBF based symbolic model checking a viable alternative.
Introduction
Bounded Model Checking (BMC) [3] has the motivation to improve on BDD based symbolic model checking by using SAT procedures. Already in the original paper the use of QBF decisions procedures was suggested as a tool to make BMC complete without using BDDs. Completeness means that an LTL property can also be shown to hold as opposed to just being able to find counter examples. In this paper we focus on simple safety properties, for which we want to prove that a bad state is not reachable. More general properties can be handled for instance through techniques from [14] .
The completeness result of [3] uses the fact that the diameter of the system, which is the length of the longest shortest path between two states, is an upper bound on the length of potential counter examples. The question is how the diameter can be calculated. In [3] a QBF formula is presented parameterized by d, which is satisfiable resp. true, iff d is an upper bound on the diameter. Nevertheless this formulation was not used in the experiments, since efficient QBF solvers did not exist at that time.
In graph theory the notion of diameter is also known as eccentricity. To determine the eccentricity of the state transition graph of sequential circuits has been investigated in [10] . The authors used a dedicated QBF solver for quantifier elimination. However, the examples that could be handled are tiny. An argument why DPLL style QBF solvers can not handle this kind of problems well is given in [17] : in essence DPLL style QBF solvers need to perform an explicit state space search to determine the diameter.
However, it is possible to generate a purely propositional SAT formula without quantifiers for almost the same problem [3] . If it is unsatisfiable, it constitutes an upper bound on the diameter. This formula is parameterized by r and is unsatisfiable iff there is no cycle free path of length r. In graph terminology a cycle free path is also called simple path, while in [3] the maximal length of a simple path is called reoccurrence diameter.
These concepts can be refined in two ways [15] : first the diameter and the reoccurrence diameter can be initialized. The paths, both in the QBF and in the SAT case, can be forced to fulfill the additional constraint that exactly the first state is an initial state. Furthermore, instead of looking for maximal simple paths starting from an initial state in a forward manner, one can work backward from a bad state. In particular the maximal length of a simple path for which exactly its last state is a bad state is also an upper bound on the maximal length of counter examples that need to be searched. We call such paths terminal.
In the special case k = 1 this technique amounts to check that the good states are an inductive invariant of the transition relation. Therefore the technique is also known as k-induction [15] . It seems to be much more successful in practice than forward checking, since it can utilize locality of properties, even if it is just implicitly through the SAT solver, while a forward formulation will need to take all state bits into account.
However, simple paths can be exponentially larger than their corresponding diameters, both in forward and backward reasonings. Therefore the question still remains, whether an approach using QBF reasoning would not allow to terminate the search for counter examples much earlier. Also the state of the art in QBF solver technology improved considerably in recent years [11] .
To our knowledge, there are no published results on using QBF for backward reasoning yet. Unfortunately our experimental results for backward reasoning provide a strong indication that similar to the forward reasoning results of [10, 17] QBF based fixpoint algorithms can not yet really compete with BDD based or other complete model checking algorithms using SAT as discussed for instance in [1] . Not a single instance was solved that could not be solved with k-induction as well.
On the positive side we provide new compact formulations of bounded model checking problems and also show that in certain cases QBF based reasoning can outperform SAT based reasoning. Our benchmarks will be made publicly available. They will help to improve the state of the art of QBF solvers and hopefully lead to efficient QBF based model checking algorithms.
Finally, we experimented with functional and relational unrollings of the next state logic. The experiments clearly show that a functional unrolling is much more compact. The generated CNF is much smaller when using syntactic substitution for next state functions instead of conjoining the transition relations. The run times of the SAT solver also decreases considerably.
Background
Quantified boolean formulas (QBF) form a propositional logic with quantifiers over boolean variables. The QBF solvers we use only accept QBF in conjunctive normal form (CNF) in prenex form. The standard algorithm [18] for producing CNF for SAT can also be used for QBF after pulling out the quantifiers. The additional variables will be existentially quantified in the innermost scope. In the rest of the paper we do not require prenex CNF.
Our 
An initialized path constraint requires in addition that I(s 0 ) holds, while a terminal path constraint requires that B(s k ) holds. A bad state is reachable iff there is a satisfiable path constraint for some k, which at the same time is initial and terminal. In this paper we only consider the problem of checking, whether a bad state is reachable.
Fixpoints
The algorithm of Fig. 1 is the standard BFS algorithm for checking simple safety properties with BDDs. The sets C and N as well as the relations I, T , and B are represented symbolically. The algorithm implements a fixpoint model-check
return "no bad state reachable"; computation starting from the initial states, adding the next states N reachable in one step, with Img(C)(s ) ≡ ∃s[T (s, s )∧C(s)], from the current states reached so far C until either a bad state B is found or the loop terminates. The focus of BMC is the former while in this paper we concentrate on checking the loop condition.
The loop condition is invalid initially, and the loop is not even entered, iff I = false, or equivalently if I(s) is unsatisfiable. This can be checked by a SAT solver. The validity of the loop condition, after the first iteration can also be checked by a SAT solver, since it is equivalent to the satisfiability of ∃s,
. If this formula is unsatisfiable then I actually turns out to be an inductive invariant of the transition relation.
However, after the second iteration the loop condition is equivalent to the satisfiability of
which is a proper QBF formula with one alternation. 3 In general, the loop condition is fulfilled after k iterations iff the following formula is satisfiable:
Variations of this formulation, were also used in [10, 17] . Their practical usage is rather restricted. There was not a single instance in our experiments, where initialized diameter checking, was doable this way, if it involved any alternation of quantifiers. Clearly much stronger QBF solvers are required.
Initial experiments in using the reoccurrence diameter were also unsuccessful. The instances are solvable for small k, but the reoccurrence diameter turns out to be too large for these examples and the SAT instances also become intractable very soon. This is in contrast to the experience with simple path constraints in k-induction. Therefore we suggest to represent the termination check for symbolic backward fixpoint computation as QBF decision problem as well:
In our experiments it turns out that in this case two instances for k = 2 could be solved, for which also k-induction determined termination easily. Nevertheless, this negative result still shows that even when using QBF, backward computation may be superior to forward computation as it is the case with checking reoccurrence diameters versus k-induction.
For backward fixpoint calculations we actually used a slightly different formulation, as also used in SAT based k-induction [15] , where T is replaced by
. If the formula is unsatisfiable then k is a bound on the maximum length of paths that have to be searched in order find a path to a bad state, which only traverses good states except for the last state. This optimization may reduce the bounds that have to be checked considerably.
Non-Copying Iterative Squaring
Following the classical proof of PSPACE hardness of QBF [13, 16] we can use non-copying iterative squaring to compute symbolically the transitive closure of the transition relation as follows:
The universal "choice variable" c just instantiates the formal parameters (l, r) of T i (l, r) with either the actual parameters (s, m) in the positive case or (m, s ) in the negative case. This is simply a compact QBF reformulation of copying iterative squaring
which doubles the size of the formula with every application, while the noncopying formulation just adds some state variable equalities each time.
A similar formulation was discussed in [12] and has also been used in [2] to perform bounded model checking of very simple counter circuits. In the latter paper it has been observed that current state-of-the-art QBF solvers can barely keep up with SAT based bounded model checking on these examples. However, the QBF formula is linear in the model and logarithmic in the number of steps, which gives an at most quadratic formula in the number of state bits. The worst case only occurs if the sequential depth, e.g. the initialized diameter, really turns out to be 2 n .
Simple Path Constraints
In [3, 15] the concept of simple path constraints was introduced
Note that the size of this formula is quadratic in k and each s i = s j involves the comparison of n state bits. By sorting the s i symbolically as in [9] an O(k · log(k)) size bound can be obtained. In practice, due to large constants, simpler sorting networks with size O(k·(log(k))
2 ) are preferred, such as bitonic sort or odd-even mergesort. In our experiments we used the latter, since it requires slightly less comparisons than the bitonic sorting network used in [9] .
If these constraints are conjoined with path constraints, they allow to obtain a complete model checking procedure. If the path constraints are initialized and the result becomes unsatisfiable, then k is a bound on the reoccurrence diameter [3] . If no counter example up to this length exists, no bad state is reachable. Similarly, if the simple path constraints are conjoined with a terminal path constraint, as in k-induction [15] , then the unsatisfiability of the result, again shows that k is an upper bound on the maximal length of counter examples that need to be considered. The formula that is checked in k-induction is the following:
Note, that the last state s k as a "good state" can never be equal to one of the previous "bad states". Therefore, from Eqn. 1 we can remove comparisons with the last state in k-induction. A similar argument could be used for computing the reoccurrence diameter.
Compact Simple Path Constraints in QBF
One of our contribution of this paper is a reformulation of the simple path constraints of Eqn. 1 in QBF as follows:
The resulting formula needs one alternation of quantifiers and is linear in k as opposed to quadratic complexity of the original formula. Note that the state variables of the corresponding path constraints are free variables of this formula and are quantified existentially in the outermost scope for our applications.
In order to obtain linear complexity the cardinality constraint |Σ k i=0 l i |, which simply states that exactly one of the l i is true, has to be encoded with a linear sized circuit. This is easily possible, since for instance the ROBDD for this cardinality constraint for any variable order has linear size in k.
The additional "bits" l 0 , . . . , l k provide a one-hot encoding of the index of a reference vector, which is saved in s and is enforced to be different from all the other state vectors, e.g. l i saves s i as s and forces s to be different from all other s j with i = j. A binary encoding of the index of the reference vector is also possible and requires only log 2 k additional universal variables.
This example already shows some of the modelling power of QBF, which, we believe, is hardly used in practice yet. But we can go one step further by sharing the transition relation across time frames as in [6] . Our QBF reformulation following [6] of path constraints is as follows:
Putting both together we obtain a compact reformulation of simple path constraints in QBF with transition relation sharing:
Initial respectively terminal constraints can be added as needed. In the context of k-induction practical experience shows that adding good state constraints to the current state of the transition relation, as in Eqn. 2, improves performance and particularly decreases the bound k considerably. We can achieve the same effect in the QBF formulation by just adding G(s) to the innermost existential scope, thus, actually sharing G across time frames as well. In the experiments we used the latter version.
Transition Functions and Relations
SMV [5] allows two ways to specify the transitions that a system can make. We refer to these as functional and relational part. In the functional part (inside an ASSIGN section of the SMV file) the value of a variable in the next state is defined as a boolean function of the variable values in the current state. The relational part is simply a boolean formula where the atomic formulas are current and next state variables and this formula (given in the TRANS section of the SMV file) has to hold between any two states. An SMV file can contain both a relational and functional part to describe the system's transition relation.
A functional transition relation allows an optimization in the translation to SAT/QBF when the transition relation (or the simple path constraint) is unrolled. Namely, for a functional state variable, it is possible to substitute its next state function in any state after the initial state. Thereafter, the representation can be simplified by propagating information from the initial state to subsequent states. Consider for instance variables x 0 and x 1 and let the SMV file contain the definitions init(x0) := 0 and next(x1) := !x0. Then it is obviously possible to infer that the value of x 1 after the transition relation is unrolled once is 1 etc. We refer to this optimization as functional substitution. Notice that this substitution is not possible if QBFs are used to share the transition relation and the simple state constraint. In our experiments, we compare this optimized translation to a translation where functional substitution is disabled (considering the model be purely relational). Our experimental results show that in some cases the optimization that functionality allows plays an important role.
Experiments
We have implemented our approach in a tool called smv2qbf. It reads flat SMV specifications with simple safety properties as input and translates them to QBFs. The tool has several switches corresponding to different model checking problems. It is possible to perform standard BMC, compute diameter and reoccurrence diameter, compute fixpoint, and do k-induction proofs [8] . For most of these problems, there are two or more encodings, the standard propositional one and one using more compact QBFs.
We present two sets of results, first of problems where it is possible to prove that the safety property holds using k-induction (the induction step eventually becomes unsatisfiable). Second, we have examples where a counterexample is found using standard BMC.
For the experiments we used a cluster of Pentium IV 3.0 GHz PCs with 2GB of main memory running Debian Sarge Linux. The time limit was set to 1000 seconds and the memory limit to 1GB of main memory. The examples that we use are from the TIP tool by Eén and Sörensson [8] . We use quantor (version 2.13) [2] as the QBF solver. quantor uses a SAT solver as a back end and for this purpose we use picosat (version 1.251). We also compare quantor to another state-of-the-art QBF solver, qube (version 1.3) [7] . For every instance we tried, quantor performed better.
The results for the examples where the property is proven are shown in Tables 1 and 2 . The columns of the tables are as follows. In both tables, the two leftmost columns give the name of the example and the bound needed to prove the property. Thereafter are 6 columns of the form s(x) ( Table 1) and t(x) ( Table 2) , where x is the type of encoding, s(x) stands for size and t(x) for time. We use the following encodings for k-induction step:
(i) i is the standard fully propositional encoding (Eqn. 2), (ii) ir is i without functional substitution (see Sect. 6), (iii) is implements simple state constraints with sorting networks, (iv) isr is is without functional substitution, (v) l is an encoding where the transition relation is unrolled but the simple path constraints are encoded as given in Eqn. 3, (vi) lr is l without functional substitution, (vii) L is an encoding using Eqn. 5 using a one-hot index encoding, and (viii) B is a modification of Eqn. 5 with binary index encoding.
A column of the form s(x) gives the size in kilobytes of the (SAT/QBF) formula for encoding x and the bound given in column k. The running time given in column t(x) is the time required to solve the single instance of encoding x corresponding to the depth given in the column k. If the entry is of the form N/A then the memory limit was exceeded (we experienced no time outs). Tables 3 and 4 follow the same conventions as Tables 1 and 2 , however, this time k is the smallest depth needed to find a counterexample. The encodings are as follows: Tables 1-4 seem to warrant the following conclusions. Applying QBF representations yields in many cases smaller formulas and the difference seems to grow with larger bounds. This is especially so when the model is fully relational. This conclusion is rather obvious, though, since the QBF grows linearly and in the propositional case a new copy of the transition relation is needed when the bound is incremented. A perhaps more interesting observation is that the running times of the optimized version of the propositional encodings (columns t(i) and t(b)) are always lower than the encodings using more compact formulas. We identify two reasons for this. First, propositional encoding allows one to perform opti- mizations (preprocessing steps), like functional substitution (see Sect. 6) but also bounded cone of influence [4] in an efficient manner. 4 Indeed, it should be noted that for some test cases (like the examples vis.prodcell.*), when the SMV model is made fully relational and thus no functional substitutions are possible, QBF encodings sharing the transition relation (columns t(L) and t(B)) perform better than the SAT encoding (column t(ir)).
Second, the research community has invested much more effort to implement efficient SAT solvers than is the case for QBFs. We expect more efficient QBF solvers in the future.
Conclusion
This paper on one hand again provides negative results on using QBF for unbounded model checking and less negative for bounded model checking. On the other hand we were able to show that in practice QBF formulations can be much more compact than SAT instances and sometimes solved faster for relational encodings. Our results clearly show that much more research in QBF is needed to be able to use QBF as alternative to SAT based model checking, even in the bounded case.
The tool smv2qbf and the benchmarks in DIMACS format are available at http://fmv.jku.at/smv2qbf. We are currently working on producing structural benchmarks as well, in the form of and-inverter-graphs (AIGs).
